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How to Write Hot Sex: Tips from Multi-Published Erotic Romance Authors features everything you

need to know about adding sizzling sexual tension, scorching sex scenes, and emotional impact to

your romance writing in twelve info-packed essays from bestselling and multi-published authors - so

you can get published and get paid.***This bestselling book was originally published in 2011, and

has been updated in 2014. Updates include the authors' bios and links, and the essay Getting

Published by Shoshanna Evers. If you have previously bought this book, you do not need to

purchase it again. The updated edition will be made available to you!
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This book is the equivalent of several blog articles written by several authors compiled into a book.

Some of the author's work in the self promotion smoothly, while others it feels more like "I don't care

if you actually learn anything, I just want to show off" and what's worse is the passages by those



authors weren't very inspiring either. That said, there were a few articles in there (2 or 3) that

helped, in some parts. I wish I had researched the table of content before purchasing as several of

chapter I would have known ahead of time weren't going to be helpful. That said, kudos to these

authors for their success, and thank you to the ones whose passages and advice taught and

inspired. Considering this collaboration seemed more geared toward their self promotion than

anything else, I would recommend they just offer it for free.

There are a couple of interesting points, but mostly its a group of authors trying to capitalize on a

trend with a short hand "how to" of the sort one would find on a blog. There are no flash bang

reveals in here, visit any number of writing forums and you'll find all this information and in much

greater depth from plenty of successful author-members of said forums. For the price, I expected

more depth, instead its nothing you couldn't find with a little applied Google-Fu for a afternoon or

two.

Unless you are completely inexperienced at writing smut, have never READ a good piece of smut,

or are woefully and terribly unsure of yourself. This isn't the book for you.Or, unless, you know, you

really want to say you read it. It's a good conversation starter after all.Of the 12 entries, I found 2

that have lasting value, just for these I would recommend the book. But it's probably more

enlightening to just read their works instead.Boys will be Boys: Writing Male/Male Romance by

Christine D'Abo- THIS IS THE ESSAY YOU WILL BUY THIS BOOK FOR, it almost makes it worth

the money. She talks about the importance of remember your characters and doing your research

and how important PLOT is to the story. If you ever find yourself writing same sex, male romance

and smut. I wish I had found this eons ago.How to Write Convincing Fetish and Niche Market Sex

by Giselle Renarde - THIS IS EXTREMELY USEFUL, especially when approaching something new

in sex (kink? LGBTQ+ characters?). She teaches you how to research!There are some interesting

tidbits throughout the work. But you have to wade through copious self-quoting, authors touting their

own horn, and Cara McKenna who doesn't even know what bondage is. So, that being said! Buy at

your own risk!

I think this book would be great for those who are new to writing erotic romance. If you've been

doing it for a while or if you've read a tonne of it, maybe it's not as useful. I could have used a lot

more details as I thought this was a little light on exact information. Well written though and good to

use it to add to your knowledge.



When I haven't been immersed in my own writing I've been reading How to Write Hot Sex--Tips

from Multi-Published Erotic Romance Authors, edited by Shoshanna Evers.Despite my fledgling fan

base, I consider myself very much a rookie. If it weren't for my critique partner, I'd have all sorts of

strange things going on with body parts and sex toys would run amok with a mind all of their

own.One of my biggest problems as a rookie sex writer is forgetting where I've stuck things

;)Choreography is key.I tend to write sex scenes that incorporate BDSM. Props can prove

problematic if you forget them. What goes on must come off--whether it's ropes, nipple clamps,

hand cuffs, or even just a condom--it's important to remember where you stuck things (pun

intended) :)Isabo Kelly discusses choreography and other elements when drawing the comparison

of writing sex to fight scenes. Her essay along with Cara McKenna's reminder about comfort levels

in real ugly and tips on how to add realism to sex scenes were probably my favorite two.In closing,

Shoshanna Evers goes over some info on publishing which is good for those who are just dipping

their toes into the ever changing publishing waters.But with so much fantastic information from

seasoned pros it's hard to pick what I liked the most. So I suppose you'll just have to buy a copy and

see for yourself ;) This book is a must read for anyone who wants to try their hand at writing erotic

romance.

I like reading all of the different voices that came together to write this book. It's clear these authors

love what they are doing and are very passionate about seeing others pursuing this career path be

just as passionate. Learning how to respect the genre and its readers is vital to your success. I also

love how in depth the writers were in describing their "kissing" scenes and giving you ideas on how

to express your "kissing" scenes with just as much skill. It's a great book! I definitely recommend it

to budding authors in this category.

I was not expecting much from another how to book which I bought to while away my time and not

do what I intend to do - write an erotic romance.You'll be pleased at the crucial information that

these published authors have shared in this little book of essays. Some essays have a lot to share

while a others have just a point or two and yes, the information does start to overlap as you continue

through the book but that in a way is helpful as it reinforces the points that are crucial to writing hot

sex scenes.I have been underlining a lot in each of the essays & going back to them every morning

before I pretend to type on my laptop.Highly recommended if you are already writing erotica and

want to fine tune your scenes for a much smoother final finish.
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